




A Type 1 diabetic’s health hangs in the balance when 
she decides to ration her remaining insulin after 
selling some to make rent.



Logline



Jenna has Type 1 Diabetes and is about to be evicted from her apartment. 
To pay her rent she sells her insulin and rations what remains in increasingly 
reckless ways. When a well-meaning coworker, Julian, sees too much, Jenna 
throws up her guard. Can she hide her actions from being judged by Julian, or 
will her declining health give her away?



“Jenna Has to Live”  is my worst “What If...” scenario: what if I had to sell my insulin so 
that I could continue to afford an apartment?

While Jenna’s insulin rationing journey may be fictional, it’s all too often the reality of 
many diabetics in the US. I’ve never had to sell my insulin, but I have delayed picking 
it up from the pharmacy until my next paycheck comes in, or eaten less so that I 
used less. I think the idea of choosing between necessities speaks to many people 
in America, especially those with chronic illnesses and high healthcare costs. It’s a 

mindset that sets us apart from those who have never had to worry about affording medications that are the difference 
between life and death.

At its core, “Jenna Has to Live” is about risking judgement by choosing to be vulnerable. Type 1 Diabetes is a disability that 
people still hold misconceptions about. Instead of knowing that it’s an autoimmune disease that isn’t contracted from a 
“poor lifestyle,” people still think you get it from eating too much sugar, or being overweight. At parties, some get offended 
that I don’t drink to excess because I don’t want to risk a low blood sugar. I have to explain to friends that yes, I can eat that 
cupcake, and it doesn’t mean I’m not taking my health seriously. After a while, it’s easier to not explain so you don’t risk 
wrongfully being seen as a poor caretaker of your own body. This is what Jenna fears Julian will judge her for if he finds out  
how must make ends meet.

As a director with Type 1 Diabetes, I hope that “Jenna Has to Live” challenges common misconceptions about the disability 
and spreads awareness about the high prices of insulin. I set out to bring a new tone to how Type 1 is portrayed on the big 
screen since it’s easy (and lazy) for writers and directors without the disability to use it as a public joke. Though specific to 
Type 1 Diabetes, I believe that speaking up for one disability will help push forward more accommodations and changes for 
the entire disability community. So enjoy the film and take it to heart because everyone, including Jenna, has to live.

Katie Hopkins (she/they) is a non-binary writer and 
director living in Los Angeles. The first movie she ever 
saw in theaters was Don Bluth’s Thumbelina. According 
to her parents she stood up the entire time, enraptured 
by the story and images. Her enamor with film has not 
abated since.

The scope of Hopkins’ storytelling is largely influenced by her own experiences of 
living as a queer individual with Type 1 Diabetes. She tells radically honest stories 
that explore disability, invisible illness, and generational trauma with the intent to 
normalize different ways of living and the idea that “it’s okay not to be okay.”

Instagram: @thekatiehopkins
Website: hopsfilms.com



Jenna
Played by Allison Walsh, Jenna is a Type 1 Diabetic and independent to a fault. Used 
to judgment from others about her disability, she keeps everyone at a distance, but 
ultimately needs someone to help her truly live instead of just surviving. 

@allisonstellawalsh

Julian
Played by Malik Guinn, Julian is easy going and dependable, but naive about Jenna’s 

struggles. He sees her as too serious for their age and wants to make her smile, but 
needs to truly step into her world to understand her. 

@malikguinn
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